HARRIS LED PATRIOT SLIMLINE™ HIGH BAY

1. **3x LIFE**
The HBHS1 L70 rating at 152,000 hours is a minimum of 3x as long as the typical LED tube retrofit alternative while providing full configurability, controllability, more energy savings and a new look.

2. **CONFIGURABLE POWER CONNECTIONS**
Hardwire and plug and play power connections available. Configured per order.

3. **I-FRAME DESIGN**
Sleek, low profile 4’ and 8’ I-frame design that fits in tight spaces and allows for single person installation.

4. **VERSATILE HANGING OPTIONS**
Easy clip-on cables, rigid mount brackets, pendant mount or wire hangers.

5. **LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM**
Reduces ceiling grid load, installs faster to minimalize input on operations, and maximizes heat transfer.

6. **MODULAR LENS**
Provides glare control. Also available with no lens option.

7. **SUPERIOR THERMAL DESIGN**
Reduces the operating temperature which leads to longer life of electronic components.

8. **DURABLE PREMIUM COMPONENTS**
From brands including Nichia, Samsung and Philips.
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Available in lumen packages from 12,000 to 28,000 lumens in 4 ft and up to 39,000 lumens in 8 ft. 120v-277v, 347v-480v

*LED rated life based on HBHS1C10AUNVFDXX850NOL L70 @ 25C ambient vs. Orion’s TLEDB5 retrofit LED tubes.
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